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DALIBOR BROZOVIC 

DENOMINATION OF »OAK« IN EUROPEAN DIALECTS 

In the past, linguistic atlases used to show areas of genetically re
lated. dialects. They represented various dialects of a language or dialects 
which appeared in a limited area. Less frequently they represented dia
lects of more than one related language, or a whole language group, e. g. 
Slavic. Exceptions were linguistic atlases which showed genetically un
related (or distantly related) dialects of the minorities within individual 
countries. 

The Linguistic Atlas of Europe (Atlas Linguarum Europe - ALE) is 
a linguistic atlas of a new type. The Linguistic Atlas of the Mediterranean 
and the Carpathian Linguistic .MIas are s-imilar, ahhough in the number 
of languages they show as well as in the number of linguistic features, 
they fall far behind ALE. A'tlases of geneticaHy related languages and 
dialects represent phonetic, grammatical and lexical features as vari
ations of a former unity. Thus an atlas of a certain language shows dia
lectal differoolttiati!()!Il, e.g. a S!la'VlQlnic lIingui1s'tic at}as show,s everylthlimrg that 
developed from Common Slavic following all the changes which occurred 
as the language passed from one generation to the next through one and 
a half millenia. It is evident that the Linguistic Atlas of Europe cannot 
serve this purpose. 

For this reason some linguists were skeptical towards the very idea 
of a Linguistic Atlas of Europe. It was thought to be a mechanical sum
mation of existing as well as future linguistic atlases and that the cre
ation of such an atlas would really serve no purpose. However, this atlas 
has a completely different function although it will certainly also reveal 
some new data from the classical repertoire of linguistic atlases. As ALE 
represents genetically unrelated or only distantly related languages its 
main purpose cannot be the study of the substance of their phonetic, 
grammatical and lexical features. This is the function of classical lin
guistic atlases. On the other hand ALE reveals facts which remain hidden 
or have oflly a marginal role in a classical linguistic atlas. Let us consider 
an ' example from the lexical sphere which is most accessible to direct 
dbsenvatilOtn. If the ALE queStii:O!Ilnaiire aSk>s foarl1he [lames !Of varriious 
objectJs in BUI1O!pean diallecl1s, 1ihe' acquilsrn1Jion 'Of these narrnes is not the 
primary aim of research but only its first phase. As in classical atlases 
we shall conduct the etymological and derivational analysis but such 
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identification is only the preparatory phase for the real task. Therefore 
it is sometimes possible to disregard some data from this phase in the 
final representation. This depends upon the character of the problem. 
This first phase of the analysis is onomasiological. . 

In the next phase we determine that some etymologically different 
denominations have the same semantic motivation although they are 
often recorded on very distant and unconnected points of the continent. 
The analysis of these problems reveals to an as yet unknown extent some 
general semantic and psycholinguistic laws which will contribute to the 
study of language universals. Moreover some unknown facts about the 
language aspects of the history of material and spiritual culture are 
revealed. 

The f,irst ALE questionnaire contains only lexical questions. In the 
second there are also questions which will give us information on the 
repertoire of grammatical categories and the models of phonetic and 
grammatical structures in certain dialects. This is an extremely interest
ing topic but in this communication I shall restrict myself only to lexical 
problems, i.e. the problems that are under consideration in ALE at the 
moment. 

It is obvious from what has been stated so far that every lexical 
question in ALE has its onomasiological and motivational aspect. The 
relationship between these two aspects depends on the question ;itself 
and the answers obtained, as well as on the individual approach of re
searcher who constructs the map on the basis of the answer. Generally 
it is desirable that the semasiological aspect be represented in as much 
detail as possible. I would like to now present some problems which 
occurred during the analysis of the answers obtained to ALE Question 53 
which sought the denomination of »oak«. I have worked on this map 
together with the Soviet turkologist E. R. Tenisev and the Dutch dia
lectologist I. Kruijsen. 

Zoonyms and phytonyms (together called bionyms) are an especially 
interesting sphere of the dialectal lexicon. In the other spheres only some 
questions are particularly interesting while this is the case with almost 
all questions when dealing with bionyms. Probably no other lexical sphere 
shows as many interdisciplinary repercussions (biology, ethnology, psy
chology, economic history etc.). The semantic development sometimes 
shows very unusual and almost improbable motivational processes. One 
of the most impressive examples ,is recorded in the Introduction to the 
first ALE volume. Latin shows the development PECUS>PECUNIA while 
in English CATTLE developed from Latin CAPITALE(M). Identical cases 
occur in other languages, e.g. in some Slavonic languages the lexem BLA
GO means »cattle« as well as »treasure«. Such semantic variations are 
specially frequent with some bionyms. I could illustrate this by some 
interesting and astonishing examples from my papers on the denomi
nation of »salamander« in Serbo-Croatian dialects and the denomination 
of »thyme« and »tadpole« in Slavonic dialects. Especially interesting are 
examples from the material for the map for »tadpole« which has already 
been made for the Slavic Linguistic Atlas (in press) and which I have 
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also prepared in collaboration with some colleagues for ALE. There are 
also some extremely interesting semasiological features in the denomi
nation for »lady-bird, mole, bat« etc., but the denomination of »oaik« is 
no less interesting than even the most attractive bionyms and in some 
respects it even exceeds all other words of this kind. Thus it is not sur
prising that in big monographs such as de Gubernatis' »La mytologie 
de plan1Js ou les -legends du 'regne lVe>getal« {Parti1s 1882) or F!I1iicl:r:ich's »'Piroto
-Indo-European trees. The arboreal system of a prehistoric people« (Chi
cago 1970) the sections dedicated to oak surpass all others. 

Among the answers to Questian Ftifty~bhree rhere are fifteen different 
motivations for the denomination of the oak. Further, eight of these 
fifteen motivations can associate with a lexeme meaning »tree«. So we 
have twenty-three simple or combined motivations for the European de
nominations of the oak. A selection follows: 

A) A lexeme with the meaning »acorn« means »oak« (I) 
B) The denOrniima1tioo IOf a ISipedies of the genus Quercus was gell1

era]ilZed as the denominatiion oif the oruk (V). 
C) The name of 190me obher Itree ·~but not of the genU's Quercus) was 

taken as the denomination of the oak (VII) 
D) A lexeme meaning »tree« (conceived as »trunk«, »bole,,) was 

adopted as the denomination of the oak, understood as »tree par excel
lence" (IX). . 

E) The word for »bush" acquired the mean~ng »oa1<<< (XI). 
F) A lexeme meaning »dry twigs" (dry branches, dry leaves for set

ting fire) was adopted as the denomination of the oak (XII). 
G) A lexeme with the meaning »mountain covered with woods« plus 

a suffix became the denomination of the oak (XIII). 
H) A lexeme with the meaning »wood as timber« was adopted as 

the denomination of the oak (XIV). 
I) A lexerne w,iilh the meaning »hea-rt« Gi.e. »heart of a t'ree,,) became 

the denomination of the oak (XVI). 
J) A lexeme with the meaning »wooden pole in the haystack« ac

quired the meaning »oak" (XVII) . 
K) Aln adjective mean~ng »s'trong, m1ghty« became the denomiJl1:a1iO[l 

of the oak (XVIII). 
L) An adjective meaning »knotty, having knots« was adopted as the 

denomination of the oak (XX). 
M) A lexeme indicating a colour received the meaning »oak" (XXI). 
N) A lexeme meaning »mistletoe", provided with a suffix, was adopt

ed as the denomination of the oak. 

• Finally, in many languages there are denominations of the oak with
out a definite etymology or with two equally probable etymologies. In 
such cases we do not know the motivation of the name of the oak, or 
can only guess between two possible solutions and maybe neither of 
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them is the real one. Of course, if we find eighteen different roots in these 
unetymoJOgiized deno,miil1abiOlns, itrs olea-r that many of them hide new 
motivations not mentioned in the previous list of fourteen motivat.ions 
from A to N. However, as no claim is certain, all these denominations must 
be treated cumulativeiy. So they are grouped in the fiftee:qth category 
(III) of unknown motivation . Many denominations of the oak are ob
tained by adding a word meaning »tree« to the basic motivationallexeme. 
So we have denominations after the model ·of »acorn-tree« , »timber-tree«, 
»mighty tree«, »black tree«. The arboreal motivations give such denomi
nations too: so Hungarian csere means Quercus cerrus, »Turkish oak«, 
but in some dialects cserefa, that is »Turkish oak oak«, means either 
Quercus in general or the most common species of this genus. Similarly, 
in a Daghestanian language, Akhvakh , the oak is called [k?'unts?i,1hi ruJal 
The second part of the denomination means »tree«, an iranism, but the 
primary meanIng of ,the first part is »sallow, a species of willow«. Even 
the lexemes meaning »tree« can be associated with an other word of 
the same meaning, for instance some Celtic denominations in Breton 
and Irish mean really »tree tree« and so on . Naturally, the denominations 
with uncertain etymology are also very often associated with a lexeme 
meaning »tree«. 

If we neglect regular phonetic correspondences in the cognate Euro
pean dialects and languages recorded in ALE, we find a hundred and 
forty-one denominations differentiated etymologically or at least deri
vationaly. Consequently, we should need a hundred and forty-one sym
bols for representation on the map. Some isolated denominations of 
the same motivation, however, are united under a common symbol if 
they are distributed in areas distant from one another, so that a hundred 
and thirty-two symbols are used in the legend of the map. 

For representation on the map a hierarchic system of symbolization 
was elaborated. Basic shapes are r eserved for the fifteen motivations , 
for instance »acorn« is symbolized by circular, (round or oval) figures . 
IndiVik1uai forms of a basic shape moS't often represent different !l'OO'ts 
within a motivation, for instance () 0 0 (:7 ~ for denominations based on 
me mOllvanon »acorn«. hnal1Y, individual symbols modified by shading 
or filling most often represent different lexemes possessing the same 
root. 

Denominations derived by suffixation, denominations formed by ad
ding the word »tree«, borrowed words and corrupted words, (phoneti
cally irregular forms), have no independent symbol. They are noted by 
existing symbols with special maI1kers (0 represents every symbol): 

.0- suffixal derivation 

-0 borrowed word 

6 basic motivation plus »tree« 

<D irregular phonetics. 

As an example .of the applied system we can p resent the Sinti (Ger
man Gipsy) denomination for the oak, which acumulates three such 
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mad(e:cs. In this Gypsy dialect the oak is named ['aixtiko ruk]. As the 
first form miginates from German Eiche, the denomination is repre
sen~d by the basic symbol I1 which designates all denominations form
ed 'brQmbh'is Gel1manlic root. A,s a !borrowed WOI1d, the sy,mihol i'eceiives 
the marker·n , and as a form with the Romany suffix -ko, the appro" 
priate marker is added too: n-. Finally because [rukJ, an Arian word; 
means »tree«, a third marker is added: ta. So the complete symbol looks 
like",," giving maximal information. 

In choosing the symbols some principles were followed. The object 
was the readability of the map and the mnemotechnic and systematic 
character of the symbols. Where possible, ,the darker symbols, shaded 
or filled, were used for scarcer denominations, while avoiding a con
centration of such conspicuous symbols in the same areas. The intro
duction of basic shapes reduced the number of forms which have to be 
remembered - only fifteen basic shapes were used, each representing 
one motivation. The eight further motivations containing a word mean
ing »tree« are pointed merely with a top marker. Such markers have 
also a mnemotechnical function: everybody can identify and memorize 
which one of the three markers, -0 0- 6, symbolizes a borrowed word, 
suffixation or the presence of a word meaning »tree«. The basic shapes 
themselves obtained a mnemotechnic function whenever possible. Thus 
the acorn is represented by circular shapes, the motivation »heart« by 
a heartlike symbol, the motivation »knotty, having knots« by a para
graph symbol (§), the motivation »pole in the haystack« by a vertical 
pointed figure, and so on. There is also some mnemotechnic value in the 
!~t that. semanticalry determined motivat~ons are symb?lized wit~ cl<?sed 
fIgures, I.e. 0 tl A a<;1~, but etymologIcally uncertam denommatIOns 
are open bottomed, as »lacking roots«, i.e. n ron '"(). 

In this way, the same symbols simultaneously offer a variety of 
different information on the map. The basic shapes of the symbols de
monstrate the distribution of the motivation . The ~ndividual forms of a 
basic shape demonstrate different roots within an identical motivation 
and reveal possible genetical implications in bigger areas with concen
trated denominations based on the same motivation. 

Modifications of individual symbols demonstrate the degree of lexi
cal differentiation. The markers demonstrate the ways of borrowing 
which also reflect some historical and economical connections, the zones 
where suffixal derivation prevails, or where denominations with the word 
meaning »tree« added, are concentrated, and so on. 

What are the results of the elaboration of the answers and their 
representation on the map? The data fall into three categories: 

1) Sofhe data are predictable with bionyms, especially with those 
having a cultural and economical importance: the vacillation between 
gerlUs and species, between plant and commercial product, the reper
oussions of cHmate amd geophysical condirtiOllls, <lind the luke. The ex i s
ten c e ofSlubh data is predictable, but the Teal ,f 0 T m s manrifested 
are not. 
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2) Some data are predictable because of our knowledge about the 
object. For instance, it was predictable that some mythological impli
cations will arise in the tripartite relation »oak/thunder/god«. The "map 
gives us some ama'IOigiesin goognllphka1i<ly ,drilscrete areas an:dSlOme ibases 
for further investigations; however, the scope of ALE is t&lo broad to 
reveal more importa:nt new facts in detail. 

3) Some data are revealed by the ALE »oak« denomination map it
self. We can see that the etymologically uncertain denominations and 
substrCllte words are OO!I1centratedin the Me:di,teroramean area. A surnpill
singly high number of borrowed words is found in Northern and Southern 
Eu['ope3Jn zone, exol.udiIl'g the Romany d~alects(aH Gypsy 'denominatlions 
are loans or half loans). The Caucasus area gave us a great many in
structive facts which were not in scienti.fic oirculation before ALE. The 
very frequent exchange of loan-words among languages belonging to dif
ferent language families and groups surely has further implications 
(Nagho-Dagestanian, Abkhazo-Adygei, Iranian, Turkish, as well as Khart
velian which area is not represented in ALE). The general view of the 
Caucasian data suggests that this area was particularly important for 
the genus Quercus and its various species. This is in h arm 0 n y with 
botanical opinions. The Caucasian data very strongly imply Ossetic and 
Dagestanian etymologies of two Hungarian denominations for the oak. 
This cOlllection was previ'Ously treated with .great ·slkeptici'S'I11. 

The limited length of this presentation keeps me from giving more 
examples of interesting problems; it has been very difficult to limit my 
selection. The map itself, however, and its commentary in one of the 
upcoming fascicles of ALE will provide us with a great many new facts 
obtained from the answers gathered for ALE, and should raise a number 
of new questions as well. 

Sazetak 

o NAZIVIMA "HRASTA« U EVROPSKIM DIJALEKTIMA 

.l.Jingvis;tioki atlas Evrope (ALE) razliikuje se vroma bitno ad dosadanjih ~:iJIJ.g
vistiokillh altlasa, koji Sill obradivaU iili dijalekte jednoga jezilka, itli sarno jedarrJ. nji
hoy dio na odredenom podl'Ucju, Hi skupinu genetski 'srodlnm jeziJka (npr. sla·ven
ske), ili i dijalekrte nesrodnih jezilka na sta'I1Ovitorn dd&vtIlom ~li admirrlisitratiVlIlom 
teritorijlll, illi. s~o specificne jezicne pojave vezane uz kaikvu heteroglotsku geofi.
zicku WilU (kao sw su Sredozemlje Ii!Jjj podrucje KaI'pata) . ALE je tl1iOva pojava i 
po dimenzijama i po fizionomiji, no prije svega ,po srvojim :wdacama. U njegovim 
r3JSlponrima i pri rrjegovoj mno.gobroj.nosti i kirajllljoj raenorodil1osti i romovrsnosti 
zahva.eenih idioma genetskolilll'!?iv.iJSlticki c.iJljevi moraju gotovo potpU[lO ustupllti 
mjesto strlJlkltuImo·Mpolos kima i ·aJrealnilma u glasovnoj i .gramatiokoj prob:1.ematici. 
To isto vrijedi i na leJk:siOka pitarrJ.j.a. s ·time da, iz imiih ra1l1oga, onomazioloski aspekt 
mora bi'ti pockeden motivacijlSikomu. MotiNi za denomirrlacijlll gIUpiTaju lekseme 
najr·azliciJtijdJh Cesto veoma udaljenih idioma, otlkrivaju s jedne stra:n.e nove psiiho
lill1tgvisJJj.6ke cillljemice, s druge strane nepoznaJte ;stare civlllizacijsike, ekonomske, po
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liti6ke, rehgij<ske, mi@racijske ·i druge veze. KolosaJ1an broj razmojezienih dijalekat
nih leksema za isti pojam zahtJiijeva speci.ficnu Itehnologijru u jzradbi legendi za po
jed~ne karte u ALE. P.re:glednos1 karrata bila bi pos:ve ilZgubll.jena bez drasticne re
dUikcije broja posel:xnih =aokova u legendama. To se moze postiCi strogim sis1ernati
zkalJlijem i hijerrarhiManjern prilkazivanIih pojava (s time da sve budu rpadredene 
motivacijoskiJma) i upotrebljavanih z,naikO'Va (osnovni Iiik, nij>ansimnje po:vdim.a, rno
difikacije osnovnog lilka, dodatifii »mankeJ:1i« Ii s1.) . Kako su bionimi (zoanirni i fiJto
nimi) svaka.ko jedna od najzan~anil.ji'Vi:Jih semantickih ~kupiifia u leksiokom korpusu 
svih jeriika, iza:bra:no je rpitaJUje br. 53 u ·kvesmonaru ALE, 1j. »hmst«, za Hustraciju 
i lingvogeografs'ke prablematike i kartografs'ke tehnologije. 
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